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Creating a Strong Classroom Culture

Strong Classroom Culture
All staff at OAO aim to create a Strong Classroom Culture, that is, a place where students work hard, behave,
model strong character, and do their best. Below is an overview that aims to clarify the five aspects of classroom
culture that must be considered by all.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Discipline – People often think of this as punishments and consequences. TLC prefers to think of it as
teaching students the right and successful way to do something. Teachers often set up a system of rewards
and consequences, but forget to teach their students, step-by-step, how to perform the successful learning
behaviour such as how to line up, enter the classroom, take notes, etc. At OAO we support this process
through our Establishment Day sessions.
Management – Management is using consequences and rewards to reinforce behaviour. What we usually
refer to as “disciplining” is really management. Because management is the most visible part of classroom
culture, we often miss the importance of using it in concert with the four other areas. Teachers often overrely on management and dole out consequences until students are desensitized to them. Management will
fail on its own. It must be implemented together with the four other areas.
Control – Teachers with strong control use language and relationships to get students to do what they want
even without consequences. They do this firmly and confidently, but also respectfully and with civility. With
clear commands (“Please return to your seat and begin writing in your journal.”) teachers can exert control
and save consequences for when they most need them.
Influence – Inspiring students to believe, to want to work, and to want to succeed for intrinsic reasons is
influencing. This is less visible than getting students to behave, instead it involves getting kids to believe –
the biggest driver of student success.
Engagement – Master teachers provide plenty of opportunities for students to get involved and lose
themselves in productive, positive work. This leaves them little time to engage in counterproductive
behaviours. Once they start behaving as contributing members of the class, they also start thinking of
themselves as positively engaged and enthusiastic students as well.

There are countless techniques that could be deployed in every classroom to support a Strong Classroom
Culture. OAO aims to establish a common language for consistency of the techniques we utilise. This supports
our CPD, coaching, evaluations and crucially for our students, consistency of practice. We form this common
language around the work of Doug Lemov’s teacher handbook, Teach Like a Champion. Key techniques for a
Strong Classroom Culture are shared here.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

OAO ‘5 in 5’ ENTRY ROUTINE – The routine for entering the room sets the tone for the class. Students
should know where to sit, what to do with operational matters e.g. coats and bags, have a Do Now in the
same location and format, and pick up any packet of activities from a specific location, not from you.
DO NOW – A short activity on the board or waiting at students’ desks gets students to be productive right
away. It must be quick, be done independently, and include writing to hold students accountable. It must
be retrieval practice based to support long term memory or knowledge and skills.
TIGHT TRANSITIONS – Students spend a tremendous amount of time on transitions i.e. moving from place
to place or activity to activity. This is time that they are not learning. If you cut one minute from ten
transitions a day, at the end of a year you would gain 35 hours of instructional time! Teachers should make
sure that students learn, practice, and master procedures – like how to line up or pass out papers and books.
To do this, teachers must break down procedures and map out the one right way to do them. One effective
way to scaffold the teaching of procedures is to number them. “When I say one, please stand and push in
your chairs. When I say two, please turn to face the door. When I say three, please follow your line leader
to the place to line up.”. Then you just call the number and students know exactly what to do. Eventually
you can dispense with the number calling. “Please line up.” Practice with a stopwatch to improve speed,
“Now let’s try this in 12 seconds.”
BINDER CONTROL – An American concept that is easily transferable. The original is based on the idea that
a teacher should model organisation or work, notes and structures. This translates to a teacher having an
organised, well structured and prepared classroom and lesson. The teachers preparedness shows the
students commitment and reinforces the expectation when you demand the same commitment in return.
OAO FOCUS – If students are not sitting up, alert, and actively listening, it doesn’t matter how wonderful
the lesson is. OAO’s FOCUS acronym is an alternative to Lemov’s SLANT. This is an acronym to remind

6.

7.

8.

students to engage in the baseline of minimum expected attitude to learning: Sit up, Listen, Ask and answer
questions, Nod your head, Track the speaker. It’s shorthand to remind students either about the “S” in
SLANT or about the whole thing (“Make sure you are SLANTing.”) It helps to use nonverbal signals (pointing
to your eyes with your two fingers to remind a student to track) to avoid interrupting your instruction.
FOCUS is used in the same way, but with allows for the word to have both a primary and secondary meaning
by being a word with intent or an acronym for Face the teacher, Organised and ready to learn, Communicate
clearly, Understand and ask questions, Sit up and listen.
ON YOUR MARK – A coach would never start practice by asking kids to get their shoes; they know to show
up with their shoes on. Kids need to start class with the materials they need, too. This means the teacher
needs to be clear about what students need, how long they have to get it, and regularly use a small
consequence (loss of some privilege) for not having the materials.
SEAT SIGNALS – To avoid disrupting your teaching, have students use nonverbal SEAT SIGNALS for certain
requests. Students can raise a hand with two fingers crossed to use the bathroom, pinch their nose to signal
a need for a tissue, or hold up a broken pencil to exchange it for a sharpened one (keep sharpened pencils
ready rather than have students sharpen them.)
PROPS – Also called “shout-outs” and “ups” – is a way to give students public praise for excellent work or
virtues. It’s a way to root for a student who has shown perseverance, found his own mistake, or tried a
tough problem. For it to work, it should be short (a few seconds), universal (everyone must give the praise),
and enthusiastic (fun, lively, perhaps using movement and sound). One example is “Two claps on three.
One, two, three”, everyone claps when you say three.

Setting and Maintaining High Behavioural Expectations
Up to here, the techniques show how master teachers actualise high academic expectations. However, these
techniques won’t work for you if you don’t establish high behavioural expectations and learn ways to respond
when students do not follow those expectations. In addition to the common place interventions that should be
utilised in a classroom (listed below as 1-13), Lemov suggests some key additional techniques to support an
academic ethos (14 onwards).
Common Place Interventions:
Well-planned
lessons

Seating plan
change

Change
of
activity

Deployment of
TA

Use of
IEPs/IBPs/Reports

Time limits on
tasks

Countdown/wait
for silence

Patrol

Close
proximity to
the pupil

Verbal and nonverbal praise e.g.
smile, thumbs up

The
‘look’/raised
eyebrow

Signing work as
you walk around

Music conducive
to work and
calming

1.

100 PERCENT – When giving a direction, you need to require that 100 PERCENT of your students comply.
While that may sound draconian, if you accept anything less, you are sending the message that it’s optional
to follow the direction. Furthermore, master teachers get 100 PERCENT compliance with warmth and a
positive tone (see warm/strict). In the long run, discipline that is positive and invisible (a matter of habit) is
the only kind that is sustainable. In a typical class, a teacher asks for silence and about three-quarters of the
class follows through. When the teacher moves on anyway, they send the message that any direction is
optional. Three principles are important in getting 100 PERCENT compliance so you can teach.

2.

3.

4.

1.1 Use the least invasive form of intervention – You want everyone to follow your directions in the
quickest and least disruptive way, so choose an intervention that is as close to the top of the list below
as possible.
a. Nonverbal intervention – Use eye contact with off-task students without interrupting
instruction.
b. Positive group correction – Quick verbal reminder to all, “We’re following along in our books.”
c. Anonymous individual correction – Sends the message that there are individuals not
following, “We need two people to FOCUS.”
d. Private individual correction – Correct individuals privately and quietly by leaning down next
to the student and in a quiet voice telling the student what he should do, “Quentin, I need you
to track me so you can learn.”
e. Lightening-quick public correction – When you need to correct an individual publicly, make
sure to minimize their time “onstage”. Something like, “Sally, I need your eyes FOCUSed on
me.” tells the student what to do and is efficient and effective.
f. Consequence – It’s best to solve noncompliance quickly and save consequences for occasional
use. If you must use one, see the suggestions in NO WARNINGS for possible quick, calm, and
non-invasive consequences. Some people mistakenly believe that ignoring misbehaviour is the
least invasive response, but unchecked behaviour will only persist and intensify.
2.1 Rely on firm, calm finesse – Remember that gaining 100 PERCENT compliance is not about power, but
about achieving an important purpose – that students will succeed. Take yourself out of the equation
and focus on the goal. Rather than saying, “I asked for your eyes on me because when I ask you for
something I expect you to do it,” try “I need your eyes on me so you can learn.”
3.1 Emphasize compliance you can see – Asking for pencils down is better than asking for attention
because you can see if it has been done. Then make sure students know you are looking, “Thank you,
Peter. Thank you, Marissa.”
WHAT TO DO – Sometimes noncompliance is not due to defiance, but because students do not understand
or know how to follow a direction. To remedy this, teachers must give clear and useful directions. It is not
helpful to tell students, “Don’t get distracted” or “Pay attention.” Has anyone ever taught them what the
specific expectations are (eyes on the speaker, pencil down, for example)? Directions are most useful if they
are specific, give students something to do (“Put your feet under the desk”), are sequential (“John, put your
feet under your desk, put your pencil down, and put your eyes on me”), and observable (to assess it).
STRONG VOICE – Some teachers have “it” – the ability to walk into a classroom and be in command. They
know how to earn respect and credibility, and exude confidence and poise. While this may seem impossible
to replicate, there are five basic principles that STRONG VOICE teachers do when interacting with students
to establish control that you can use.
a. Economy of Language – It’s stronger to use fewer words. When teachers become chatty this signals
nervousness. Focus on what is important and make just one point.
b. Do Not Talk Over – When you need students to listen, your words are the most important and should
not compete for attention. Wait until there is no talking or rustling. One technique is to cut off your
instructions and wait completely still, “Sixth grade, I need your…” Nothing continues until you have
everyone’s attention.
c. Do Not Engage – Do not let students distract you from the topic at hand. For example, if you say, “Please
take your foot off Margaret’s chair.” David might say, “But she’s pushing me!” Don’t fall into the trap
of engaging David by saying, “Margaret, is that true?” or “I’m not concerned with what Margaret was
doing.” Instead say, “I asked you to take your foot off Margaret’s chair.”
d. Square Up/Stand Still – When giving directions, stop moving and doing other tasks. To convey the
seriousness of your directions, turn with two feet and two shoulders to face the object of your
directions directly.
e. Quiet Power – When you feel you are losing control, your instincts may be to speak louder and faster.
Fight those instincts and get slower and quieter to maintain control. Exude calm and drop your voice so
students strain to listen.
DO IT AGAIN – When students fail to successfully complete a task, often the best consequence is asking
them to DO IT AGAIN, this time correctly. This is particularly useful for transitions between activities. This
technique is effective because it gives students immediate and logical feedback, sets a standard of
excellence, ends with showing the students what success looks like, does not give the teacher administrative
work, and holds the whole class accountable. Plus, you can use this technique repeatedly.

5.

6.

7.

8.

SWEAT THE DETAILS – In the famous “broken windows” theory, if we erase the graffiti, fix broken windows,
etc. then people will perceive their environment as orderly and safe and will work to preserve that. Even
the smallest of details can signal the expectations for behaviour. In the classroom, if we create order,
students will receive the message that disruptions are not permitted here. Clean up clutter, keep desk rows
tidy and hats off and you will decrease the likelihood that students see disruption as an option.
THRESHOLD – The most important moment for setting expectations is when students enter your class or
begin a lesson. THRESHOLD helps you get it right from the start. By greeting students at the physical
threshold of your classroom you can accomplish two things: (1) establish a personal connection and (2)
reinforce your classroom expectations. Students have a positive interaction with you e.g. hand shake, look
you in the eye, and offer a civil greeting and you respond in a way to build relationships, “Loved your
homework, David!” or “Nice game last night, Shayna.” It is important to correct weak interactions or lack of
eye contact in order to maintain high expectations. Simply send students to the back of the line to enter and
greet you again. The tone is warm, but also industrious. Threshold is a fundamental part of the OAO 5 in 5
meet and greet process.
PATROL/CIRCULATE - Move around the classroom to engage and hold students accountable. Full access is
required. Not only do you need to break the plane but have full access to the entire room. You must be able
to simply and naturally stand next to any student in your room at any time without interrupting your
teaching – ensure your room is laid out accordingly. Engage when you circulate. Move systematically.
Looking for opportunities to circulate systematically - that is, universally and impersonally - but
unpredictably.
POSITION FOR POWER - As you circulate, your goal should be to remain facing as much of the class as
possible.

Building Character and Trust
As a teacher, you communicate with your students for many reasons (to correct, to praise, to inquire) and in
many different contexts.
Students inevitably react to your communication in a variety of ways as well (they may be defensive, angry,
motivated, grateful).
Because communication is so important in classroom culture, below are guidelines to help with your words and
tone.
1.

2.

POSITIVE FRAMING – Your interventions will be more effective if they are framed positively. Correcting
students in a positive way does not mean avoiding interventions or consequences. Some teachers will praise
Kelsey for being on task as a way to deal with David being off task, but this is not sufficient. David needs to
be corrected, but in a positive way. Below are six rules to do this effectively.
a. Live in the now - Don’t harp on the past. Instead of saying, “Keana, stop looking back at Tanya,” say,
“Keana, I need your eyes forward.”
b. Assume the best - Until you know a student has a bad intention, remain positive. If you say, “Just a
minute, class. I asked for chairs pushed in, and some people decided no to do it,” this assumes
disrespect, laziness, or selfishness. Instead try, “Just a minute, class. Some people seem to have
forgotten to push in their chairs.”
c. Allow plausible anonymity - When possible, correct students without using their names. “Class, check
yourself to make sure you’ve done what I’ve asked.”
d. Build momentum, and narrative the positive - Don’t narrate it when students do not follow directions.
Avoid, “I’m still waiting on some of you,” and try, “I’ve got almost everybody now!”
e. Challenge! - Kids love a challenge so frame a direction as one, “Let’s see if we can get these papers in
12 seconds!”
f. Talk expectations and aspirations - When your class is doing well, tell them you feel like you’re among
future presidents, doctors, and artists.
PRECISE PRAISE – Positive reinforcement can be one of the most powerful tools a teacher has, but it should
be implemented well. First, don’t praise students for what is expected, “John, great job bringing a pencil to
class!” Instead, save it for something exceptional. This cheapens praise, and what kid wants to be praised if
that’s all it takes? Also, be specific about what you are praising and make it as public as possible. In contrast,
criticisms should be whispered or nonverbal.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

WARM/STRICT – We’re socialized to think that being strict and being warm are opposites. In fact, as a
teacher you must be both, “Because I care about you, you must serve the consequence for being late.” High
expectations show caring for someone.
THE J-FACTOR – Including joy in the work of learning is part of a high-achieving classroom. This can include
anything from games, to making students feel they belong (making up funny nicknames for students), to
humour, to suspense (setting out a box wrapped as a present and building anticipation about what’s inside).
EMOTIONAL CONSTANCY – Students will demonstrate stressed behaviour at times, but the teacher must
remain calm and emotionally under control. Always.
EXPLAIN EVERYTHING – If the teacher explains why they are doing what they are doing – because she wants
to help students get to college or learn to be responsible – students will believe that their best interests are
at heart and make better choices.
NORMALISE ERROR – By not making a big deal out of wrong (or right!) answers, master teachers show that
it is a normal part of school to get it wrong, then get it right. Avoid chastising students or spending much
time on wrong answers.

Scripts
Pastoral Curriculum

Oasis Academy Oldham
Pastoral Curriculum Strong Starts
Success Criteria
100% PC Tutorial

Teacher Action

Prepare your tutor room –
correct PPT on board / spare
equipment to hand
/Resources out
1. Meet & Greet in
door frame

Make sure you have-Correct PPT on board / spare equipment to
hand /Resources out if necessary

2. Instruction to have
equipment on desk
& Register in first 5
minutes

3. Class monitors

4. Planner Prep

Say: ‘good morning’
‘Looking smart’
‘Good to see you’
‘Welcome’
Address any visible uniform issues- insist any jackets or jumpers
are off/not around neck
Avoid leaving students outside your room - if there is a breach in
standards. Bring the student in but alert the pastoral leader via
email if you need support
✓ Planner
✓ Pencil case
✓ Reading Book
Must all be stacked on corner of desk
During the register the students should be checking their TT for
the day ahead
Use the register to check equipment as each name is called, you
should be able to see items on desk.
Make a note of anyone who has missing items so you can address
this once register has closed
Note from you to parent in planner
If planner is missing – phone call home (may need PL support to
replace or renew planner)
Assign monitors to distribute Character/Numeracy booklet on
relevant day
Attendance monitors to check weekly attendance % has been
recorded in planner
Prepare students for the day/week ahead
 Model how to write in the planner, recording each subject
and room for each lesson. Use a visualiser if you have
one (this helps the student prepare their route ahead of
the bell & learn their TT)



5. Prepare to leave

Place any notes to parents in planner relating to standards
breach
 Sign every planner toward the end of the week to show
that you have recognised the effective use of planner that
week
 Check that the correct TT is recorded in their planner
 Any loose TT sheets MUST be stored in the plastic wallet
at the back of planner, not in pocket of blazer. Address
poor prep by giving specific instruction to meet expected
level of engagement using good examples to demonstrate
Ensure all students know where their first lesson is before they
leave your tutor room to avoid stopping on corridor to get planner
out
 Students stand behind chairs
 You dismiss a row at a time
 Wish them a good day!
 Ensure any phone calls/home communication required
beyond yourself are referred to PL same day

OAO How We…Guide: 5 IN 5 Process

Purposeful
Walking

Student

Staff

Stage 1 Meet and Greet

Stage 1 Meet and Greet

Positive
Interactions

Five Ps

Every
lesson,
Every day

Prepare
and
Display

Stage 2 Preparation

Seating
Plan

Planner

Equipment

Title, Date,
Do Now &
Underline

Individual
Work

Coats and
Bags

Meet and
Greet
Position

Check

Change

Reinforce
Expectations

Verbal and
NonVerbals

Radar

Frame the
positive

Stage 3 Do Now

Silent

Set the
RIGHT task

Stage 4 Review Now

Self or
Peer

Meet and
Greet
Position

Stage 2 Preparation

Stage 3 Do Now

No loss of
learning

5 Minute
Timer

Knowledge,
skills or
feedback

Support
tools

Radar and
Patrol

Stage 4 Review Now
Purple
Pen

Prep and
Display

5 minutes

Criteria
or Mark
scheme

Self or
Peer

5 IN 5
Stage 1 Meet and Greet

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

Student – We…
End all previous sessions with the
school bell and dismissal by the
class teacher only
Walk quietly, calmly and
respectfully
Travel around the building
adhering to the school
expectations of the 5 Ps
Always use purposeful walking so
we are always punctual
Take no detours
Approach the teacher and room
respectfully and safely
Participate in the structured safe
entry routine of that room e.g.
rolling line up
Acknowledge classroom adults
with a shared positive interaction
at the threshold e.g. verbal
greeting, positive body language,
handshake,
Give a positive interaction every
lesson, every day, as every day is a
fresh start
Enter and begin the remaining 5 IN
5 processes without reminders

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Location = room threshold and corridor
Staff – We…
End all previous sessions with the bell and structure students into a controlled dismissal (see OAO How
We…5 OUT OF 5 Guide)
Display the next session’s Do Now and 5 IN 5, on the OAO PPT, for all incoming classes
Place prepared resources for collection or distribution in established locations e.g. books to be given out by
assigned person, worksheets to be collected from a specific point e.g. Do Now Square
Start the OAO PPT timer – counting up to five minutes and beyond
Assume our Meet and Greet position at the threshold of the room door before allowing any students entry
Use Radar to be seen looking around the classroom and corridor to monitor behaviours and give prompts
Ensure a safe, structured and positive entry routine for students to enter and begin learning i.e. a rolling line
up
Give every student a positive interaction at the threshold e.g. handshake, verbal greeting, positive body
language, etc
Not permit entry to students not prepared for learning but arriving on time e.g. incorrect uniform or eating.
o Instruct students to step to one side, allow others to enter, while they correct the issue before entering
themselves
o “Step to the side and allow those that are ready to enter while you fix…, thank you.”
Give verbal cues and reminders to complete the 5 IN 5 and reinforce expectations from the Meet and Greet
position when needed
o “Thank you to John for…”
o “An excellent start to learning Jane…”
o “Great work from 90% of the room already, those of you not on the Do Now, only 2 minutes left”
Enter the room and close the door for the final one minute of 5 IN 5, then use Radar and Patrol to ensure
compliance
Record any students arriving late during the final minute using RIP and PIP strategies and without disturbing
the flow of learning of others
Stage 2 Preparation
Location = room threshold and in lesson

•
•
•
•
•

Student – We…
Sit in our allocated seat, assigned by the teacher, without exceptions
Accept any seat changes the teacher makes at any time, without exceptions
Place our planner on our desk in preparation for notices and reflections
Place our equipment for the lesson on our desk – pen, pencil, ruler and subject
specific items
Store all coats and bags in the area of the room chosen by the teacher e.g. under
chairs, in storage units, the back of the classroom

•
•

•
•

Staff - We…
Maintain our Meet and Greet position at the room
threshold
Give verbal cues and reminders to complete the 5 IN 5 and
reinforce expectations from the Meet and Greet position
when needed (See Stage 1 above)
Use our Radar and verbal cues to maintain a strong start
with purposeful structure
Frame the positive with choice of language

Stage 3 Do Now
Location = within the lesson
Student – We…
• Begin our Do Now task as soon as all other 5 IN 5 steps
are completed – no lost learning time!
• Neatly write and underline the title and date on the top
line of our new page for the lesson
• Leave a line and neatly write the sub-heading ‘Do Now’ on
the next line (unless working on another resource e.g.
post-it)
• Read, understand and check with the teacher (if needed)
all instructions displayed for the Do Now task before
beginning
• Work on our own, silently, to complete the Do Now task

Staff - We…
• Set tasks on the OAO PPT template only
• Set tasks that require no verbal instruction from the teacher
• Set tasks that can be completed within approximately 5 minutes using a timer to
monitor and maintain purpose
• Set tasks that require the students to independently write a response
• Set Do Now tasks that are based on retrieval practice of knowledge, skills or
feedback only
• Space and interleave the retrieval practice of knowledge and skills for Do Now tasks
to support long term memory recall
• Provide support through knowledge organisers (or alternative) to support recall
• Use Radar and Patrol to identify misconceptions or excellence to be shared in the
Review Now
Stage 4 Review Now
Location = within the lesson

Student – We…
• Assess our Do Now as instructed
• Check or Change our work,
showing marking or corrections in
purple pen

•
•
•
•
•

Staff - We…
Use the Review Now OAO PPT template to include a structured formative assessment of the Do Now task
Carry out the review in no more than 5 minutes
Share a mark scheme or success criteria to improve accuracy of the assessment and autonomy of students
Use self or peer assessment to Check or Change work in the moment
Ensure students are using purple pen to Check or Change

OAO How We…Guide: 5 OUT OF 5 Process

Reflection
task
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Staff

Stage 1 Reflect

Stage 1 Reflect

Silence

Progress

How to
Improve
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Homework
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Check and
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Reorganise
ourselves

Collective
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Resources

Share
Homework

Teacher
permission

Five Ps

Discuss and
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Radar and
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Check and
Scan read

instruct

Stage 3 Reorganise and Room
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under

Reset the
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Stage 4 Ready to Go
Ready to
Go
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Radar and
Patrol

Stage 2 Record

Stage 3 Reorganise and Room

Reset the
room

5 Minute
Timer

Exit
Position

Radar

Verbal
Prompts

Stage 4 Ready to Go

Purposeful
Walking

Ready to
Go
Position

On the
Bell

Structured
Exit

Five Ps

5 OUT OF 5
Stage 1 Reflect
Location = Room, with students still seated
•
•
•
•
•

Student – We…
Reflect on out learning from the lesson by actively participating in
the Reflection task set by our teacher
Use our reflections to learn from our mistakes and track our
progress
Use our reflections to help us identify what we need to do to
improve
Work on our reflection task in silence independently
Evaluate our success by comparing it to the lesson objective and
outcomes from our teacher

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Staff – We…
Display the 5 OUT OF 5 OAO PPT slide at the end of every lesson
Give clear, simple instructions for the reflection task that students complete
Start the OAO PPT timer – counting up to five minutes and beyond
Use Radar and Patrol to be seen looking around the classroom to monitor
behaviours and support expectations
Discuss and give Live Feedback to any students on tasks from that lessons
learning journey
Give time prompts to maintain a purposeful climate
Spend approximately 2 minutes on reflections

Stage 2 Record
Location = Room, with students still seated
•
•
•
•

Student – We…
Record any homework and notices in our planner when given by our teacher
Share our recording with the teacher to ensure all details needed are present
Ask any questions regarding the homework during this time so we are clear on what
is being asked of us
Ensure we have any resources e.g. sheets, IT passwords etc needed to complete the
task

•
•
•
•

Staff - We…
Share homework tasks on the 5 OUT OF 5 OAO PPT slide
Use Radar and Patrol to ensure that all students have
recorded homework
Do not allow planners to be packed away until we have
scanned the room to ensure compliance
Spend approximately 90 seconds on recording homework

Stage 3 Reorganise and Room
Location = Room
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Student – We…
Leave a room the way we would like to find it
Reorganise our belongings into our bags and coats
Tidy all aspects of the room as a team
Support those around us in a collective responsibility for the
condition of the room
Clear all desks
Put all rubbish in the bin
Push all chairs under the tables, neatly

Staff - We…
• Expect all students and adults to leave a room the way we would like to find
it
• Assume an exit position that allows a view of the whole room
• Give verbal prompts and cues to support an efficient 5 OUT OF 5
o “Well done to the front row for X…everyone else follow their lead”
o “John and Jane’s desk is spotless, and they are stood behind their seat
ready to go”
• Allocate approximately 90 seconds to Reorganise and Room
Stage 4 Ready to Go

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Location = Room, stood behind seats
Student – We…
Staff - We…
Stand ready to be dismissed behind our seats at our tidy,
• Ensure all students have completed Reorganise and Room
clean areas
• Dismiss students from a Ready to Go position of being stood behind their seats only
Always wait to be asked to leave by the teacher –
• Dismiss the students on the bell only
regardless of the bell
• Create a habitual, formal and structured exit process to the room e.g. row by row,
Enter the corridor in a polite, positive manner
column by column, most successful students first
Walk quietly, calmly and respectfully
• Students leave in a calm, controlled manner – or they do not leave
Travel around the building adhering to the school
• Dismiss students with a positive interaction and judiciously praise in public those
expectations of the 5 Ps
who have excelled
Always use purposeful walking so we are always punctual
• Make a note of who we will award rewards or sanctions to (if not completed during
Take no detours
the lesson)

OAO How We…Guide: FOCUS Process
Student

Staff

Stage 1 FOCUS

Stage 1 FOCUS

Organised

Face the
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Classroom
Vocab

Target
behaviours

Nonverbal
cues

Stage 4 Intervention

Full effort

One
warning

Consistency

Certainty

BfL stages

FOCUS
Stage 1 FOCUS
Location = Classroom
F
O
C
U
S

FACE THE TEACHER
ORGANISED AND READY TO LEARN
COMMUNICATE CLEARLY
UNDERSTAND THE TASK
SIT UP, LISTEN AND ENGAGE
Stage 2 Preparation

Student – We…
• Practise and develop the
habit of FOCUS in all
lessons

Location = Before a lesson
Staff - We…
• Display the FOCUS acronym on the OAO PPT slide for all consistent lesson slides
• Display the FOCUS acronym printed display next to our whiteboard or screen
• Support the habituation of the FOCUS behaviours across the school by ensuring all lessons with any adults employ it
Stage 3 Implementation
Location = within the lesson

•

•

•
•

•

Student – We…
Remember that FOCUS is a whole
school system and expectation – not
just one teacher expecting more of
us
Use FOCUS as a minimum baseline
of expectations from any adult in a
classroom
Seek to surpass the expectation
through excellence in all lessons
Self-correct our behaviours for
learning using the FOCUS
expectations
Set FOCUS as the default behaviour
in any lesson

Staff - We…
• Use clearly communicated verbal cues based in the FOCUS language
o “Back in FOCUS” - Especially good, as it frames the positive by assuming they were already in it at
some point and so can show this behaviour
o “Check your FOCUS”
o “3, 2, 1, and FOCUS”
• Embed the acronym in our classroom vocabulary as a noun and a verb
o “Where is my FOCUS?”
o “Make sure to FOCUS”
• Break the acronym up when necessary for specific interventions
o “John, the F in FOCUS means we face the teacher”
• Use nonverbal cues to support verbal reminders to pupils for the minimum expected behaviours for
learning
o Pointing, without a verbal cue, to the printed acronym display
o Raising an up turned palm of a hand, while bringing your posture to its highest
Stage 4 Intervention

Location = within the lesson
Student – We…
Staff - We…
• Accept that we will receive one warning for a specific issue of not
• Consistently give warnings to students that are not meeting our
being in FOCUS
expectations
• Accept any consequence of not being in FOCUS, after our warning,
• Deliver, with certainty, the appropriate consequence to behaviours that do
that an adult informs us of
not comply consistently with the expectations
• Learn from our mistakes and give full effort in not making them in
• Use the school behaviour system to address any persistent non-compliant
the future
behaviours

OAO How We…Guide: Planner Process
Student
Non-negotiable: Planner on the desk and opened at
today’s date at the beginning of every lesson!

Staff
Non-negotiable: Planner on the desk and opened at
today’s date at the beginning of every lesson!

Option 1 Reflect
Articulate
what you
have learnt
in the lesson

Articulate your
strengths and
areas for
development in
that topic area

Option 1 Reflect
Reflect on and be
truthful about your
effort in lesson and
in homework

Articulate
their
learning that
lesson

Option 2 Remember
List key
vocabulary or
concepts from
the lesson

Answer
questions
linked to the
lesson

Note down any
homework and
when it is due. Write
a reminder on the
date due!

Practice a key
skill taught in
the lesson.

List key
vocabulary or
concepts from
the lesson

Reduce key
information from the
lessons to bullet
points or questions

Answer
targeted
questions
linked to the
lesson

Practice a key
skill taught in
the lesson.

Option 3 Record
Note key
dates &
revision
sessions or

Key
vocabulary

Option 4 Revisit
Link your learning
from this lesson to
a previous lesson

Reflect on
their efforts in
class or home
learning

Option 2 Remember

Option 3 Record
List key
vocabulary
to be used in
the lesson

Articulate their
strengths and
areas for
development

Home
learning

Key dates &
additional
learning
opportunities

Option 4 Revisit
Create a timeline of
events or a list of
key learning points.

Link learning from
this lesson to a
previous lesson or
topic through
questioning

Reduce key
learning to bullet
points or
questions

Create a timeline of
events or a list of
key learning points.

Planner Process
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Organisation:
Students to have planners out and opened at the correct day upon entry to the classroom. This is a clear part of the 5 IN5 process.
Students may choose to make notes in their planner throughout the lesson (not doodling). This must be managed by the teacher.
All homework must be logged in the planner
Staff can choose whether to include a planner activity or reflection at the end of the lesson as part of the 5 OUT OF 5 process, or whether to
use the planner at certain points throughout the lesson.
Staff must plan when they are going to get students to use their planners in the lesson and to what purpose.
Staff should encourage students to use their resource pages at the back of the planner.
Staff should ensure students note down key log-ins at the back of their planner.
Form tutors to check planners as part of equipment check every day.
Form tutors are expected to ensure that pupil timetables in the planner are up to date.
Form tutors to encourage the planner to be used as a tool for parental dialogue.
Form tutors to ensure planners are being signed by parents and being used by pupils daily.
Option 1- Reflect

Student – We…
• Reflect on our learning from the lesson by actively participating
in the Reflection task set by our teacher
• Use our reflections to learn from our mistakes and track our
progress
• Use our reflections to help us identify what we need to do to
improve
• Work on our reflection task in silence independently
• Write in full sentences and use appropriate vocabulary
• Are honest in our reflections
• Evaluate our success by comparing it to the lesson objective
and outcomes from our teacher

Staff – We…
• Display the 5 OUT OF 5 OAO PPT slide at the end of every lesson
• Ensure the lesson ends in enough time to show the 5 OUT OF 5 slide and
complete in a meaningful way
• Change the home learning box to ‘planner reflection’ if appropriate
• Give clear, simple instructions for the reflection task that students complete
• Start the OAO PPT timer – counting up to five minutes and beyond
• Use Radar and Patrol to be seen looking around the classroom to monitor
behaviours and support expectations
• Discuss and give Live Feedback to any students on tasks from that lessons
learning journey
• Give time prompts to maintain a purposeful climate

Option 2- Remember
Student – We…
• Close our books before completing a memory or recall task. This may be
more difficult but it means we will remember it more easily in the future
• Think hard about the task given to us and give ourselves time to
remember key explanations and examples from the lesson before writing
• Understand the importance of active participation in the lesson and that
opportunities to try and remember will improve our learning across all
subjects

Staff - We…
• Plan recall activities as an integral part of lesson planning
• See the value in encouraging our students to think hard about the
lesson content and to remember without assistance
• Provide opportunities at the end of the lesson or throughout for
pupils to put their books away and try to recall what has been taught
• Link lesson content to previous learning or different subjects where
the opportunity arises

Option 3- Record
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Student – We…
Record any homework and notices in our planner when given by our teacher
Record a reminder on the day that homework is due
Share our recording with the teacher to ensure all details needed are present
Ask any questions regarding the homework during this time so we are clear on
what is being asked of us
Ensure we have any resources e.g. sheets, IT passwords etc needed to
complete the task
Actively note down and attend opportunities to further our learning, such as
revision classes or trips
May use our planners to take key notes during the lesson. These must be
appropriate to the lesson content

Staff - We…
• Share homework tasks at the beginning or end of the lesson
• Use Radar and Patrol to ensure that all students have recorded
homework
• Do not allow planners to be packed away until we have scanned
the room to ensure compliance
• Spend approximately 90 seconds on recording homework
• Provide opportunities for our students to improve or develop
their subject knowledge outside the normal timetabled lessons
• Provide opportunities for important tier two vocabulary to be
noted at the start of a lesson which can then be referred to
throughout the lesson

Option 4- Revisit
•
•
•
•

Student – We…
Understand the importance of recalling what we have learnt and
that this will help to improve our learning across all subjects
Will think hard about the questions posed to us and try to link
our learning to previous content or other subjects
Will take time to reduce the lesson content to a small number of
succinct bullet points or a list
We will be able to categorise or create a timeline of important
information through understanding the context of what we have
learnt

•
•
•
•

Staff - We…
Will plan opportunities for revisiting as part of our home learning
strategy and in our curriculum journeys
Will plan opportunities for pupils to revisit their learning for that lesson
and previous lessons during every lesson
Encourage pupils to revisit previous lesson material by using a range of
strategies (see Pixl revisit booklets)
Will identify gaps in knowledge and re-teach. Planner revisit activities
will give the opportunity for staff to ascertain if certain gaps in
knowledge have been closed.

Oasis Academy Oldham Pastoral Support Plan Engagement Contract
PSP 1 – Date :………………………..

Review:…………………………..

We welcome and encourage families to participate fully in the life of our Academy embracing the Oasis 9 Habits as a central part of our ethos. A
way that is characterised by being compassionate, humble, patient, honest, joyful, considerate, hopeful, forgiving and self-controlled.
In the Academy we will:
As a parent/carer I will:
As a student I will:
Signed:
Signed:
Signed:
➢ Provide a safe, welcoming, stimulating and caring
➢ Ensure that my child attends every day,
➢ Attend school regularly and on time,
environment in which to learn.
on time, dressed in full school uniform and
bringing with me all the things I need
➢ Celebrate successes both in/out of school.
➢ Take care of school equipment.
with the correct equipment.
➢ Ensure that your child is valued and help them make good
➢ Work in co-operation with staff to resolve
➢ Try my best.
progress in their spiritual, moral, social, emotional, physical
➢ Be polite at all times to students,
issues.
and intellectual development.
➢ Encourage my child to be enthusiastic
adults and visitors.
➢ Engage lifelong learners with creative, dynamic and
about learning.
➢ Do things the first time that I am
innovative teaching.
➢ Encourage my child to behave responsibly
asked
➢ Teach students about personal safety both on line and in real
at home, at school or online.
➢ Always do my best learning.
life.
➢ Attend meetings with my child’s teacher
➢ Keep my hands and feet to myself.
➢ Provide excellent teaching and an engaging curriculum to
➢ Move calmly around the Academy.
and other staff.
meet the needs of all children and provide you with
➢ Regularly read information on the website, ➢ Look after our Academy and all the
information about their progress
people in it.
and check the important details of relevant
➢ Contact you regarding your child's attendance, punctuality,
➢ Wear school uniform and PE Kit
policies, meetings, and events.
health or behaviour in school
➢ Always have a go
➢ Understand that we need to work together
➢ Embrace the Oasis 9 Habits to support their moral and ethical
➢ Accept responsibility for the things
for a peaceful resolution to conflict.
compass, enabling them to grow up to be the best version of
that I do, both in real life and online
➢ Demonstrate tolerance and respect.
themselves that they can be
➢ Tell a member of staff if I am
Setting a good example through your
➢ Embrace the Oasis 9 Habits to develop a positive attitude to
worried, anxious or unhappy.
behaviour and speech.
one another, regardless of sex, race, culture, belief, values,
➢ Celebrate my successes, both in and
➢ Manage your child’s behaviour especially
age and need
out of school
where it could otherwise lead to conflict or
➢ Respect the confidentiality of information regarding each child.
➢ Be a good role model.
unsafe behaviour.
➢ Provide information about our school, including relevant
➢ Learn and remember the 9 habits
➢ Speak to a member of staff to help resolve
policies, meetings, workshops, and events by keeping our
and practice them when I am making
any issues or concerns.
website up-to-date.
choices about my behaviour
➢ Learn about the ethos behind the 9 habits
➢ Understand that staff and parents need to work together for a
and support that ethos at home
peaceful resolution to conflict.

Pastoral Support Panel Review 1
Child’s name:
PBP Start Date:

Year/ Tutor :
PBP Review Date:

Date :

All Staff Involved:

Parent/Carer):

Are any other agencies involved with this child? Yes (Please highlight)
E.g. Educational Psychology Service, Behaviour Improvement Team, Student Support, Social Care, CAMHS, School Nurse, Pediatrician, Speech and Language Therapy, Physiotherapy, Occupational Therapy,
Family Support Worker, HUB, other ................................................................................................ (Please highlight)

Evaluation ~ (General Comments):
What has gone well so far ?
Teacher:
lz
Parent/Carer:
lz
Student:
lz
What changes need to be implemented during this 4 week PSP programme?
Teacher:
lz
Parent/Carer:
lz
Student:
Outcome: (Please highlight)
lz Student no longer needs PSP / Escalate to PSP 2/ Referral to outside agency for support /Academy interventions
Agreed future action/strategies:
lz

Next review date:
HOY/ALT signature:
Parent/carer signature:
Student signature:

(At start date)

(At review date)

Child’s name:
Year group:
PSP Start Date:

Oasis Academy Oldham
Pastoral Support Panel 1 (PSP)
Date of Birth: 00.00.00
Age:
PSP Review Date:

Does the child have a Statement of SEN/EHCP? (Please
highlight)
No
Strategies:
Stage:
Behaviours Exhibited:

All Staff Involved (Initials):
Parent/Carer (Initials):
SENCO/Other :
Known triggers (Please list): Anything any other child or adult does or he feels is not fair.
Rules and instructions
Safe places out of class:
lz

Helpful Strategies:

Unhelpful Strategies:

Evaluation: (Date and progress

1. Anxious

lz

lz

achieved – to be completed by
HOY/ALT link with parent/carer
at review meetings)
lz

2. Defensive

lz

lz

lz

3. Crisis

lz

4. Recovery

lz

lz

lz

5. Depression

lz

lz

lz

lz

lz
lz
6. Debrief (Listen and
learn)
SMART Targets (3 to be selected and personalised for monitoring report) Highlighted appropriate and complete target
OAO Values - 5 Ps
I will be PREPARED for my day by ensuring I have…
I will be PUNCTUAL to school and all lessons making sure I am …
I will be POLITE, using good manners and self-control particularly with/when…
I will be POSITIVE when faced with challenging situations by…
I will show how PROUD I am to be an OAO student by…

lz

Child’s name:
Year group:
PSP Start Date:

Oasis Academy Oldham
Pastoral Support Panel 1 (PSP)
Date of Birth: 00.00.00
Age:
PSP Review Date:

Does the child have a Statement of SEN/EHCP? (Please
highlight)
No
Strategies:
Stage:
Behaviours Exhibited:

All Staff Involved (Initials):
Parent/Carer (Initials):
SENCO/Other :
Known triggers (Please list): Anything any other child or adult does or he feels is not fair.
Rules and instructions
Safe places out of class:
lz

Helpful Strategies:

Unhelpful Strategies:

Evaluation: (Date and progress

1. Anxious

lz

lz

achieved – to be completed by
HOY/ALT link with parent/carer
at review meetings)
lz

2. Defensive

lz

lz

lz

3. Crisis

lz

4. Recovery

lz

lz

lz

5. Depression

lz

lz

lz

lz

lz
lz
6. Debrief (Listen and
learn)
SMART Targets (3 to be selected and personalised for monitoring report) Highlighted appropriate and complete target
OAO Values - 5 Ps
I will be PREPARED for my day by ensuring I have…
I will be PUNCTUAL to school and all lessons making sure I am …
I will be POLITE, using good manners and self-control particularly with/when…
I will be POSITIVE when faced with challenging situations by…
I will show how PROUD I am to be an OAO student by…

lz

Oasis Academy Oldham Reflection
NAME: ……………………………………

YEAR/FORM:…………………………………..

DATE: ……………………………………..

SUBJECT:……………………………………..

Choices

What happened

What you will do next time

Which value/s were challenged or
difficult to uphold today

Why must you work to uphold this
value/s in future?

Explain why?

Positive
Prepared
Punctual
Polite
Proud

Where did this incident occur? Who
was involved?

How could you manage the
situation differently?

How did you react in this situation?

Chances

What chance do you now have to
make a positive choice?

What is the benefit of this?

Choice: an act of choosing between two or more possibilities
Chance: a possibility of something happening

Student Signature:

Teacher Signature:

Face the
teacher

Oas

Choices & Chances

Why

This support script is aimed at lowering/defusing anger or anxiety in students.
1. “John.” Use the child’s name, it will help make a connection and engage their attention.
2. “John. I can see you are upset.” Choose your words carefully. Recognition of their feelings is fine, but avoid words such as; anger or annoyed, as this may escalate the
situation.
3. “I am here to help.” This is a statement of your intention, simply, you are there to help. It’s worth remembering that a conscious effort must be made to ensure your
para verbal and body language give the same message.
4. “Talk and I will listen.” This statement begins to provide the student with some direction together with securing our function.
5. “John. Come with me, let’s go to the…” Continue to provide the student with some direction. Removing them to an area of neutrality to discuss the issue and continue
the calming process.
If the child is pacing, staff should avoid walking back and forth, shadowing the young person. This can feel extremely intimidating.
ACTIVITY
In pairs – student & staff
Now Practise!
Role play the suggested method below in bold but also try out the polar opposite to explore how your body language, proxemics and spoken language can impact
positively/ negatively on the outcome of the situation you are managing
➢
➢
➢

A CALM stance and body language (break this down, what does it look like?)
An awareness of your proximity to the child’s personal/dangerous space(space and level is key, try standing shoulder to shoulder to instantly suggest a nonthreatening position, lover yourself to their level)
Remember to speak clearly & confidently and remain calm (get in and out of the conversation succinctly, be efficient with words, consider the power of pitch tone
and pause, conclude with a ‘call to action’)

This support script is aimed at encouraging a use of deliberate language to ensure colleagues at all levels support each other in a respectful and supportive manner.
Seeking help should always be considered as a sign of professional strength. Moreover, as professionals we should allow others to offer and accept help, particularly at
times when our own interventions may be unsuccessful.

The words “help” and “more” should act like flash cards for staff. It has to be established within the culture of our academy, that a help & support framework is something
we all do for each other, staff &students alike.
1. “Mr Smith, I am available to help” The member of staff makes a clear statement announcing they are there to help.
2. “Thank you Ms. Jones, you can help by….” This member of staff then has the opportunity to give directions as to what type of help they require (i.e. help by watching, or
help by looking after the rest of the class). But more importantly they at this point retain autonomy over the situation.
3. “Mr. Smith, I am available for more help.” The word ‘more’ should provide a pause point for the member of staff currently dealing with the service user (in this example,
Mr. Smith). At times, as professionals we need to recognise that some interventions are unsuccessful, and/or may escalate situations. Therefore, the professional
judgments and support of our colleagues should be accepted.
4. “What do you suggest Ms Jones?” The focus here should be on team help, autonomy is passed over allowing the member of staff to suggest an alternative strategy.
5. “How about if I sit with John…and I’ll catch up with you later.” This example provides us a subtle way of helping a colleague out of a situation with respect and dignity. It
is important that we “catch up with” them later, to provide feedback and discuss outcomes
ACTIVITY
In pairs – both colleagues
Now Practise!
➢
➢

Role play the above using the script provided. Consider the role each staff member has in school.
How does it feel?

➢ Re play the situation but improvising a less supportive use of language, plan this first with your partner. Replay - How are you left feeling?

Starter sentences to help shape an effective RJ conversations to repair
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

“I can see that you are upset/cross.”
“We all get it wrong sometimes.”
“It’s ok to be upset/cross.”
“When you are upset/cross, it’s ok to shout/stamp your feet/go to the calm room.”
“It’s not ok to hurt people/break things”. Then use: first/then e,g. “First we are going to pick the books up, then we will get a drink.”
“Safe hands means: hands down, feet down, sitting on the chair.”
“I want to listen to you; let me know when you are ready to talk.”

➢
➢

“The way you told us you were upset/cross was not safe.”
“What were your choices?”

PRACTISE ACTIVITY:
In triads – each playing:
1- Member of
staff 2-Student
3 -Observer (to feedback on WWW/EBI)

Role Play - Agree on a typical situation that requires an RJ conversation but
construct this so the colleague playing the member of staff is rushed, ill
prepared and in no way uses any of the above starter sentences
Now, Flip it…This time the member of staff is prepared, considered and is
using the most appropriate sentence starters from above within their RJ
conversation
Consider HOW the ABC grid model opposite could be used to further
scaffold the RJ to a successful conclusion.
Consider also the use of non-verbal signals and how these impact
positively/negatively on the RJ outcome

Reflection Tool

Oasis Academy Oldham - ClassCharts User guide
Introduction
ClassCharts is a teacher tool used in many school internationally. Its core functionality is based around seating and grouping students according to pupil data. ClassCharts does offer
additional functionality in regard to homework, behaviour logging and tracking (amongst other things) as some colleagues will know from other schools. OAO will periodically review
the systems used to support pupil management and organisation and so may introduce further features in time. It is an OAO expectation within the OAO Practice Framework to use
‘data driven planning’ to ensure contextualised teacher planning and support of scaffolding student learning to maximise progress. ClassCharts is designed to make this as manageable
as possible. To this end, it is a Staff Absolute to create and maintain an accurate seating plan in ClassCharts.
ClassCharts is linked to the school management information system (MIS), Bromcom, and so draws all pupil data from the information stored in the database. This includes
disadvantage indicators, SEN, most-able. We can also add additional data that we deem useful. Crucially, the data displayed can include assessment and target data. Assessment
related data is not automatically uploaded and will be updated in ClassCharts following each whole school assessment point (AP) along with student targets.
Additional advantages of using a system like ClassCharts includes sharing of pupil data, supporting staff covering lessons around the academy, and supporting a calm learning
environment by sharing seating plans between all staff. Classes are linked to the school timetable also, so any set changes or pupil movement will automatically happen overnight.
Logging In
Logging in for the First Time
To log in for the first time for ClassCharts you must use the ClassCharts provided password. This can be set and resent by the system administrator. All staff usernames are their
school email address. Login by following the steps below and then setup single sign in with Office 365 as instructed.
1. Go to www.classcharts.com
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Select Login
Select Teacher
Enter your email address as the username
Enter the ClassCharts provided password which will have been sent to you via this email address (this can be re-sent on request)
Upon logging in click the 3 lines symbol in the top right corner
Select account settings
Check the orange/green button regarding linking to Office 365 - should display that the account is now linked, if it does not click it to link and follow steps 9 and 10
You will be asked to confirm your office 365 username and password account details – these are your school email address and the password you use to login to your laptop
You will now be able to follow the single sign on connection process as shown in the next stage of this guide to login in instead of the standard username and password

Oasis Academy Oldham - ClassCharts User guide
Logging In After the First Occasion
To reduce the complications of multiple system login details ClassCharts and OAO use a ‘single-sign on’ feature linked to our Microsoft Office 365 accounts. This is the same process
we use to login to Bromcom. In OAO our usernames and passwords (used to login to your laptop or computer) are set as the single sign on username and password for our Microsoft
Office 365 accounts. Therefore all usernames are our email addresses and passwords the password that you set for your school account. To login to ClassCharts using the single-sign
on feature follow the steps below.
Go to www.classcharts.com
Click ‘LOGIN’ from the top right menu bar
Click ‘Teacher’
Click the Office 365 logo button at the bottom of the page – it
is not necessary to enter your username and password if using
a school laptop or computer (though the first time you login it
may ask you to enter them)
If doing this at home you may be asked to enter the
details or be given the option to select the Microsoft
account if you have more than one. Ensure you select
your Oasis account.

*You may also notice the familiar apple and google app store logos at the
bottom of the login window. There are app versions of ClassCharts available
that can be downloaded to a phone or tablet if you wish. The login process
still uses the Office 365 single sign on function.

General Navigation
Classes Page
Upon logging in you will be presented with the Classes homepage. This contains class details and information drawn from the MIS.
Note the navigation tabs at the top of the page – used to move between your classes and the whole
academy classes or if you are covering a class (though these features are not visible to all
Select My classes
You will be shown tiles for the classes on your timetable based on the class codes
The Add class tab can be used to create non-timetabled class seating plans e.g. if you run an
intervention class, for SEN withdrawal groups, etc
When ready to begin a lesson click the green ‘Start’ button (N.B. this is less important while we are
not using the additional features of ClassCharts e.g. Homework and behaviour)

Oasis Academy Oldham - ClassCharts User guide
Seating Plan Creation
Before being ready to use your class seating plans you must create the room layout and organise your pupils. It is suggested that staff make the classroom layout that they most
frequently teach in, as once other staff have setup the other rooms they can be shared to reduce plan production time. Staff sharing rooms would then just arrange their pupils into
the table layout created by other staff who teach in that room more often.
Room Setup
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

Click the green ‘Start’ button on the class tile from the My Classes page
You will be asked to setup the classroom layout.
a. You can edit this later if you make changes
b. You can have multiple room layouts if you wish
c. You can clone the room layout of a classroom already completed
d. There are multiple ways to create a room – this guide only shares one!
Select ‘Room’ from the navigation bar
Select ‘Edit Current Room’ from the drop down
a. This is also how to edit a classroom after you have created it the first time
b. You can also add additional classrooms if you teach in multiple places – but this
should happen automatically if listed on the timetable.
c. You would need to allocate the students to seats in each room though
You will be presented with a side bar of different table shapes for seating 1, 2 and
larger groups of students
Drag and drop the table shapes into the arrangement you require for the room in the
space to the left. Once complete, click the orange ‘Return to Class’ button.
a. N.B. THE FRONT OF THE ROOM IS AT THE BOTTOM OF THE PAGE BY DEFAULT,
AS IF YOU WERE LOOKING OUT ON THE ROOM FROM THE FRONT
b. If you need a wider view, use the magnifying glass in the top right of the screen
FRONT OF ROOM

Organisation of pupils
To seat pupils simply drag the student tile from the right of the screen to the
desk/seat you would like them in
To avoid accidental sharing of data with the wrong audience student details are
hidden by default – to see context information click the hidden eye icon in the
top right
A legend explaining pupil data markers is available by clicking on the blue ‘i’
button in the bottom right of the screen
Extra information is available on the reverse of the tiles. Flip the tiles using the
same blue ‘i’
You can also toggle on and off the student photos using the image icon in the
top right

Oasis Academy Oldham - ClassCharts User guide
Auto Arranging Students
Students can be auto arranged by ClassCharts for you based on your priorities and contextual data of studData Features
Click the ‘Rearrange’ button in the top left of the screen
Click ‘Rearrange pupils’
Use the displayed sliders to tell ClassCharts your class priorities
Slide right to disperse or spread out these students
Slide left to cluster or group together these students
Scroll down the list to see all contextual information
Use the tick box at the bottom of the list to indicate if the system should fill from
the front or use the whole room
Once your parameters are set click the orange ‘Rearrange seating plan’
You can also use ClassCharts to make you groups for group work in lessons – the
system will design groups based on context information e.g. if you’d like all the HPA
students to work together on a task – click ‘Make groups’ next to the orange button
to do this

Using the Seating Plan
Once you have completed your plan, click the orange ‘End class’ button.
You will be returned to the classes tab homepage.
From the Classes tab you can also do the following.
Student context data is available for each student
To avoid accidental sharing of data with the wrong audience student details are hidden by
default – to see context information click the hidden eye icon in the top right
A legend explaining pupil data markers is available by clicking on the blue ‘i’ button in the
bottom right of the screen
Extra information is available on the reverse of the tiles. Flip the tiles using the same blue ‘i’
You can also toggle on and off the student photos using the image icon in the top right
This information is available throughout the production of seating plans or during lessons and
after editing
Plans can also be printed with and without data for observations, to have a copy in hand during
teaching or to give to supply teachers

Oasis Academy Oldham - ClassCharts User guide
Edit the class and rooms
In Lessons
To use a plan in a lesson press start on the class tile from the classes page after logging in. You can then display the webpage straight on the screen, ensuring you have hidden the
pupil data. Alternatively, take a screenshot of the page and paste the image into your PowerPoint.
Click the Edit Class link at the bottom of the class tile
From in here you can see which rooms the class is assigned to,
which pupils are in the class, clone the class to make additional
plans.

Pastoral Report

Name Reporting to Name of Progress Tutor/Pastoral Leader/Head of Year every day.
Name has the following targets for the next two weeks:
1.
2.
3.
Please write if Name’s targets have been met in your lesson. If no, please comment on any issues during the lesson.
If Name has not met any of the targets please ensure a reflection is logged.

Date
Lesson

Punctuality
(on time
Y/N)

Target met (Y/N)
1

2

Comment

Teacher Signature

3

Progress
Time
1

2

3

4

5

Signed

(delete as appropriate Progress Tutor/Pastoral Leader/Head of Year)

Signed

(Pupil)

Signed

(Parent/Carer)

Please ensure you have your report signed every lesson and present to the member of staff you are reporting to at
the end of the day. Ensure you take your report home to be signed by your parent/carer. Parents/carers, please
ensure you are building the outcome of the report into your daily conversations with your child.

Careers Information, Advice and Guidance at Oasis Academy Oldham: 2019 – 2020
Benchmark
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

Year 11

See attached careers curriculum map.

Weekly careers lessons covering the
Weekly careers lessons covering the
Weekly careers lessons covering the
Weekly careers lessons covering the
Weekly careers lessons covering the
following employment sectors:
following employment sectors:
following employment sectors:
following careers information and skills:
following careers information and skills:
 The media
 Healthcare
 Technology
 Employment & growth sectors
 Agriculture
 Working with children
 Construction
 Professional communication
 Engineering
 Travel and tourism
 Retail
 Post-16 options
 Charitable work
 Financial services
 Languages
 Interview techniques
 Sports and Leisure
 The arts
 Law and politics
 Post-18 options
 Marketing
 Public services
 Entrepreneurship
 Personal statement writing
All pupils undertake a careers survey during establishment week in September. This provides rich data that enables us to target support at pupils who will benefit most from the various levels of support available, including but not limited
to, participating in external and internal careers events, accessing mentoring provisions, and meeting with a careers advisor.
Weekly careers lessons covering the
Weekly careers lessons covering the
Fortnightly careers lessons covering the
Fortnightly careers lessons covering the
Fortnightly careers lessons covering the
following employment sectors:
following employment sectors:
following employment sectors:
following careers information and skills:
following careers information and skills:
 The media
 Healthcare
 Technology
 Employment & growth sectors
 Post-16 options and processes
 Agriculture
 Working with children
 Construction
 Professional communication
 Application completion
 Engineering
 Travel and tourism
 Retail
 Post-16 options
 Interview techniques
 Charitable work
 Financial services
 Languages
 Interview techniques
 Alumni case studies
 Sports and Leisure
 The arts
 Law and politics
 Post-18 options
 Life coaching and goal setting
 Marketing
 Public services
 Entrepreneurship
 Personal statement writing
We aim to provide half termly careers
We aim to provide half termly careers
We aim to provide half termly careers
assemblies in line with the sectors outlined
assemblies in line with the sectors outlined
assemblies in line with the sectors outlined
We aim to provide half termly careers
above.
above.
above.
assemblies in line with the sectors outlined
In addition, approximately 50% of the cohort In addition, over 100 students will participate In addition, the majority of students will take
above.
in the Oldham Changing Horizons event in
will take part in a speed networking event in
part in a speed networking event in HT3, as
HT4.
HT4, in which they will meet up to 12
well as participating in a work experience
employers.
enrichment week in HT6.
A number of small trips, in line with the
A number of small trips, in line with the
A number of small trips, in line with the
A number of small trips, will take place
sectors outlined above, will take place across sectors outlined above, will take place across sectors outlined above, will take place across across the year, targeted at pupils using the
the year, targeted at pupils using the data
the year, targeted at pupils using the data
the year, targeted at pupils using the data
data from the careers survey.
from the careers survey.
from the careers survey.
from the careers survey.
All pupils will take part in a week of work
An optional trip to Kidzania for
experience enrichment activities, including
one more visits to a place of work.
approximately 150 students in order to
experience a variety of hands-on workplace
activities.
All pupils participate in a visit to a North
All pupils participate in a carousel of FE and
All pupils participate in a carousel of FE and
West university.
HE options, including apprenticeships, during HE options, including apprenticeships, during
In addition, local FE providers and GM Higher
establishment week.
establishment week.
are invited to attend the options evening, to
In addition, several small group trips are
In addition, several small group trips are
support pupils in making choices about their
arranged, targeted at pupils who may
arranged, targeted at pupils who may
future.
require additional support in the transition
require additional support in the transition
from school to FE and HE.
from school to FE and HE.
In HT5, the vast majority of pupils will attend
a Russell Group university in order to have a
first-hand experience of life at university.
In HT6 all pupils attend a minimum of two
taster days at FE providers.
Targeted individuals receive guidance from
Targeted individuals receive guidance from
Targeted individuals receive guidance from
our Positive Steps careers advisor.
our Positive Steps careers advisor.
our Positive Steps careers advisor.

Year 11

Year 10

Year 9

Year 8

Year 7

Half Term 1

Industry
Focus for
careers
lessons &
assembly
Trips/Events
Industry
Focus for
careers
lessons &
assembly
Trips/Events

Industry
Focus for
careers
lessons &
assembly
Trips/Events

Careers
Lessons
Trips/Events

Half Term 2

Half Term 3

Half Term 4
CAREERS WEEK 2nd – 7th March

Half Term 5

The Media

Agriculture

Engineering

Charitable

Sports

Marketing

TV, Film, Radio, Print Media, Social
Media, Journalism, Publishing

Forestry, Aquatic Ecology, Conservation,
Wildlife, Landscaper, Horticulture,
Arborist

Civil, Aerospace, Electrical, Mechanical,
Architectural, Environmental

Fundraising, Community, Youth, Medical,
Animal, International Aid

Nutritionist, Coaching, Trainer, Therapy,
Psychology, Media, Scout, Promoter,
Sporting Goods

Advertising, Brand Manager, Media
Buyer, Public Relations, Events planner

English faculty

Science faculty
Kidzania

Technical Faculty

Hub

Well Being Faculty

Business & IT Faculty

Travel & Tourism

Financial Services

The Arts

Public Service

Acupuncture, Anaesthetist, Cardiology,
Psychology, Dentist, Midwife, Surgeon,
Nurse

Health Care

Paediatrics, Early Years, Social Worker,
Teacher, Nursery Nurse, Therapy, Nanny

Working with Children

Travel Agents, Hotels, Transport, Spa,
Tours, Conferencing, Catering, Leisure
Activities, Pilot

Actuary, Economists, Analysts,
Accountant, Statistician, Investment
Banker

Fine Arts, Performing Arts, Illustration &
Design, Stylist, Fashion, Florist, Musical
Arts, Digital Arts

Army, Paramedics, Education, Fireman,
Border and Immigration, Police, Prison,
Navy

Science Faculty
Medical Mavericks

Well-Being Faculty

Humanities Faculty
NW Universities x 5

Maths Faculty
Speed Networking Event
Parents Evening Careers & Education
Stalls 26th Mar

Creative Faculty

Cultural Offer Faculty

Technology

Construction

Retail

Languages

Law & Politics

Entrepreneur

Coding, Technician, Web Design,
Networks

Commercial, Industrial, Residential, Civil,
International

Merchandising, Sales, Buying, Marketing

Author, Public Speaker, Translation, TEFL,
Immigration, Tourism

Legal, Policing, Victim Support,
Investigation

CEO, COO, Founder, Manager, Director

Business & IT Faculty
Sharp Project

Technology Faculty

Business & IT Faculty
Very or Coop (?)
Parents Evening Careers & Education
Stalls 13th Feb

MfL Faculty
Lost in Translation TBC
Oldham Careers Event

English Faculty

Business & IT Faculty

Career Industries

Communication

Post-16 Options

Interview Techniques

Post-18 Options

Personal Statement Writing

Live demo of careerometer

How to write emails, text, leave
voicemails, introduce yourself etc.

Select taster days
Applications & Interviews for work
experience
Work Experience speed networking event
Life Coach

The Big Bang Fair

4 x Russell Group Universities

Work Enrichment Week
College Taster Days

GM Higher

Alumni Panel

Post-16 Options & Processes

OHGS Trip
Careers Carousel Day

Parents Evening Careers & Education
Stalls
Work Enrichment Week Introduction

Assembly

Labour Market Information
What is LMI and why is it important?
Growth sectors and locations (idea of
travelling for a career you love).

Careers
Lessons
Trips/Events

Post-16 Options and Processes

Personal Statement Writing
Application completion

Interview techniques

Alumni Study

Values
Life Coaching

Careers Carousel Day
Supported FE trip
Maximise Evening Stalls
College Application Process

Supported FE trip

Supported FE trip
Parents Evening Careers & Education
Stalls
NCS

Supported FE trip

Supported FE trip
Minimise Evening Careers & Education
Stalls
Alumni Panel

Assembly

Half Term 6

OSFC

GM Higher

